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Year 4 Religious Diversity Day
Assembly with Rohan
In the morning year 4 met with Rohan in the hall and he talked about how not all religions have a
single god that they worship, some have none at all and some have multiple gods. He told us
about lots of different religions including Judaism, Islam, Christianity, Buddhism and Sikhism.
We had ‘question time’ where most of us were able to ask Rohan a question about religion such
as ‘Can you be a part of multiple faiths?’ and ‘What does it mean to worship?’
We found out that worship can look like many different things but that it is mostly in our actions
and how we show our god that we love him and know he is there for us.
Andrew 4M

How do different people worship in different religions?
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On religious diversity day we learnt a lot about many different
religions. We learnt about the different places people go to
worship such as synagogues and mosques. We also found
out that different religions worship in different ways for example Buddhists show worship through meditating and chanting
whereas Muslims who are a part of Islam worship and pray 5
times a day.
After finding out all of this information we made a presentation on what we found.
Noah 4M

Spirited Arts
In the afternoon, the whole school took part in a spirited arts
competition. Some of the themes were :


A view of the world



God’s good Earth



Toxic Earth

I chose to do a view of the world. I drew a planet with two different sides. One side reflected the bad in the world and was
filled with fossil fuel and war. The other half of my planet was
the good side, which showed peace and nature and kindness. The world needs to be more like the good side.
Louisa 4M
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